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УДК 539.143.3, 539.144.3

Л.Л.Поповский

Исследование упругого 3Н+ ос и Не+ос рассеяния в состоянии
с нулевым орбитальным моментом

В осцилляторном представлении построена асимптотика волновой
функции относительно движения кластеров при нулевой энергии
взаимодействия. Выполнено преобразование системы уравнений ал-
гебраической версии МРГ к пределу нулевой энергии относительного
движения кластеров. В одноканальном варианте МРГ на основе полу-
ченных уравнений выполнен расчет длины рассеяния Н+ oL и Не+оС.
Предсказана возможность экспериментального наблюдения больших
длин рассеяния легких заряженных кластеров: ~*Ю + 23 фм в ка-
нале Н+ оо и ~ 30 + 82 фм в канале ^

L.L.Chopovsky

Study of Elastio * + oC and -*He+ o(, scattering in
a otate with zero orbital moment

Tho asymptotlos of the wave function of the relative motion of
oluatera Is constructed at zero interaction energy. The set of
equations of the RGM algebraic version i s transformed to the zero
energy limit of the relative motion of olustere. The equations ob-
tained are uoed to calculate the %«• Л- end ^He+ oL soattering
lengths in the one-channel RGM approximation. The theory prediote
large valuos of the scattering length for the e last ic scattering
of charged clusters :~1O • 23 fm for the %f cL ohannel, and

~ 30 • 82 fm for the %e+ oC channel.

1CM3 №<ститут теоретической физики АН УССР
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1. INTRODUCTION

So far the scattering lengths have been investigated only for

the lightest nuolel (for example, pd- scattering). Meanwhile,the

resonating group method (RGM) enables ш» to study the elastic

a oat taring of more complicated nuclear eystems (%, ^He, % э ) .

Unlike the lightest systems, the scattering of s-shell nuclei with

a nuoleon number A > 2 may be strongly affected by the Pauli

prinoiple correlations which, in fact, take account of the inter-

nal structure of interacting nuclei. Therefore, a study of the

e-shell nuolei elastic scattering may clarify the role of diffe-

rent physical effects aocounted for by the many-particle Homilto-

nian of charged interacting clusters for scattering prooesaes.

From the point of view of the effeotive radius theory, the

zero energy limit of the relative motion gives the best possibi-

lity to study the scattering length. In this limit the relative

motion wave function at large distances is fully defined by regu-

lar and irregular solutions of the corresponding many-particle

Coulomb problem and depends only on the scattering length (but

does not depend on the effective radius). However, at small dio-

tanoes when nucleons from different clusters begin to interact,

a successive consideration of many-particle correlations in col-

liding nuclei is needed. That is why, analysis of the relative no-

tion wave function, which satisfies the Pauli principle and has

a two-particle Coulomb asymptotics, at an interacting energy equal

to zero, allows us, firstly, to estimate correctly the scattering

length and, secondly, to investigate the influence of "struoture"

effects on the scattering length. This function is also very im-

portant for determining the low-energy elastic -.ross-seetion li-

mit, which is the basic information in the solar neutrino problem

[jl-2J and the ju -catalysis problem [3-4]. The limit mentioned ia

not yet measured experimentally and at present may be calculated

only theoretically.

In this paper, in the framework of the algebroio version (AV)

[5-7] of RGM we have investigated
 3

H+ oC and
 3
He-f- <X elastic

scattering lengths in the 0* channel. Our calculations эге per-

formed with a Velkov potential V2 [8]. Tn Seotion 2, we present

a brief description of AV RGM equations. In.Section 3» we have
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oonatructed the asymptotics of the relative motion wave function

at zero interaction energy in the oscillator repreaentation (OR)*

Using thia asymptotics, we have reduced the ordinary AV КОЫ equa-

tions to the case of zero energy. Finally, the calculation re-

sults are dioouaaed in Section 4 •

II.ALGiSBRAIC VERSION OF RGM EQUATIONS AT

ARBITRARY INTERACTION ENERGY

In the first approximation one can assume that the experimen-

tally measured length of ^H+ oi and ^He+ oL scattering Is

defined mainly by an S-wave. Therefore, the many-particle conti-

nuum spectrum wave function of a seven-nuoleon uystem in the *

«ingle-channel RGM approximation will be ohoaen aa

Hf
L

(D

and for the function f
L
 fo) , describing the relative motion of

the clusters in the L, -angular momentum state, we put L *» 0 •

Besides, if one assumes that dusters are not excited by scattering,

at i
1
.saat at a low interaction energy, then *Pj and /4 states

of the clusters
 J

K(\e) and ct may be considered as fixed and

described by the translationally invariant shell-model wave func-

tions in the minimal approximation. In this way tho problem of

calculating the function (1> is equivalent to finding of the un-

known oomponent £ ((£) , whioh depends on the Jaoobi veotor
module

i-i / П < г,
 f
r
a
 ,r

t
 n+ritr, I

— ( -—i ' т—У
It should be noted that even in the framework of the simplifica-

tions introduced, the finding of function (1) is quite a diffi-

cult problem conneoted with solving the integro-differential equa-

tions for f-
L
 (%,) , However, there exists an alternative possibi-

lity which allows us (without oontradioting the HGM prinoipal

conceptions) to find /
L
 C%) by solving an infinite set of homo-

geneous linear algebraic equations for the unknown components of

the Fourier transform of the function /I (f.) in OR. The simpli-

city of such an algebraic .Igorythm ( gee [5-7] ) is provided by
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the possibility to correctly truncate the system mentioned (this
corresponds to rejecting the /u (i

% expansion into a series in
the oscillator functions of a given symmetry) and, next, to ana-
lyse the role of cut equations or neglected terms in the £
expansion.

Having expanded the function (1) in series

00

Vc-22 A fan A.m]~I2 ci и v>
Y»Y

0

 L J
 Y-V

o

of the oscillator functions

^^^W] (3)

and thus having gone to the wave function (1) osoillator represen-

tation, It is advisable to reduce the Scoxodinger equation to this

representation. The Sohrodinger equation in OR has the form of

an infinite set of homogeneous linear algebraio equations for the

unknown coeffioients {C^ J of the expansion (2):

Y'=V
0

The Иvv
1
 matrix of system (4) consists of the matrix elements

(ri.e.) CLV' IH I LV > of the many-particle Hamiltonian, which

in the present work was chosen in the form

1=1

between the wave functions (3). These т.е.'a for oantral nucleon-

nuoleon forces W # «• Z^L V
c
 С tr

t
 - %/J were oaloulated in Ref.

and for a repulsive Coulomb interaction of protons

4
 2 . -

- in Ref.fiOj. As to the energy £ v appearing in (4)» the only
important point for our further discussion is that the energy is
oounted off from the threshold energy oi nuclear decay into two
clusters and thta energy i3 positive for elastic cluster scat-
tering.
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If we present the matrix //^, аз a sum of two matrices

UL s= T * 1 " fTL

where

f-r

and use the explioit form of the т.е. 'з y^, and I)\,
v
, (see

Re£a.f9~1 ij)» it is easily seen that Tyv, ia a three-diagonal
matrix ( TyV, Ф 0 , when v*v', v'±1 ) and the т.е.'a

are increasing proportional to V with increasing V . The

га.о.'з Vy
V
i i *o the contrary, are decreasing with increasing

V aad i/' . They decrease exponentially /J2j, while moving away

from the principal diagonal, and they tend to the sum of the po-

tential energies o£ both clusters while moving along the principal
diagonal. Thus, increasing diagonal т.е. *s H\,y include an ad-
ditive constant which ia just the threshold energy of the A-nuo-

leon 3ystera decay in the tv/o-oluater channel given by the funotion

(1). This threshold energy for two composite clusters with masa

numbers A. and A
2
 and charges 2

f
e and Z

a
e depends on A^,

A
2
, fe

lt
 Z

2
 and NK-force parameters

as follows:

where

j(0
77

•

e '

Кз/ Уз/ (О ~ Li i

|[VnlfnW + tfffitf ~ * ~ *
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r-o is the osoillator radiua, i
0
 ie the number of Gauss oornpo-

nents in the NH-potential. In the заве when the energy В in

the system (4) ia counted off from the threshold energy it ie

neceasary to renorraalize all diagonal m. •?. "a Hy
V
 by subatruot-

ing the threshold energy B
itt
 . As a result, the diagonal га.е.'з

\Jv
V
 will tend to zero with increasing V *

Using the smallness of the т.е.'a (j£ , , one can, starting
with the number V= У\Г , which is sufficiently large in order

for the inequalities

K,
to be satisfied, retain in the Hamiltonian matrix H

L

Vi
,> at

V,v' > N only the kinetic energy operator т.е. 's 7*^, and

take all the rest т.е.'s U£v, to be equal to zero at f, y'>/V •
Then the first N equations of the system (4) will desoribe the
dynamics of cluster interaction in a given ohannel with an accu-
racy defined by inequalities (6). The other equations of the sys-
tem (4) do not contain the т.е.'s i/y^t , and thus they des-

oribe only the relative motion of clusters and the UN-interaction

in each of them with the same aocuracy. Therefore, if one outs

the expansion (2)

of the function (1J, retaining only_the first N terms and neg-

lecting all the rest ooefficienta ^ t ^ » then the aystem (4) will

beoome finite and its solution f
L
* Щ

1
 C$ li-v> will

exactly desoribe the correlations in the region where either both

the HN-interaotion whithin each of the clusters and the interac-

tion of nuoleona from different clusters are important, i.e. cor-

relations at the small distances between clusters A^ and A
2
 .

However, in this way a detailed analysis of the asymptotio behavi-

our of the wave function of incident clusters at large distances

between them is pructioally impossible. This analysis ia 'mportant

to reduce the .scattering phusa dependence on the relative motion

energy E • Puthermore, the question remains about the role of

the negleatad equations in the system (4).

To solve this problem, it ia necessary to turn to the initial
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eystem (4) for the case when the Inequalities (6) are satisfied.

Then, using the explioit form of т.е.'s Ty
V
, and the asymptotic

form of т.е. 'a Uy
V
i at V, v'~* °° , one can obtain fi3j

the reourrenoe relations for the coefficients С у which, actu-

ally* Is a finite-differenoe analogue of the differential equation

for the function С
L
 (X) :

where x*V2v*T t кг* 2.тго

г£/Аг

 | a n d ae -яггге'кI/AMA'/(2ГЛЕ) .
is the Coulomb parameter. The linearly independent regular С^У
and irregular C£tr solutions of this equation in OR are expres-
sed in terms of the Coulomb functions as folios:

Just these solutions will define the asyraptotios of the cluster
relative motion wave function at large distances between them.
Consequently, putting

one oan reduce the ayatem (4) to a finite system of H+1 equations:

where
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(i Г
9
 с

The solutions of the system, defined as functions of the Coulomb

parameter 3e and the wave vector К , are the unknown ooeffi-

oients Ct (at v< N ) and unknown quantity tgS (at V*>/V ).

As to the infinite sums (11)• all of them, due to the т.е. dec-

reasing mentioned above and through the flnitenesa of Ci_ *(v)

and C
L

rr
 ' (v) , oonverge fast enough, to its limiting values.

That is why, calculating these sums we erm reatriot ourselves to

a finite number v'=H of terms, choosing n to be quite large

to ensure the necessary aocuracy in calculating the phase S .

III.REGULARIZATION OP ASYMPTOTICS AT ZERO

ENERGY

In the ease when both the Coulomb and short-range Ш-foroea

are present, the length of the elastic scattering of two charged

clusters Aw and Ao , due to the Landau-Smorodinski theory

£i4J, has the form:

Va - " Щ VF
As it is seen, to calculate the scattering length, one needs to

find the phase $ at the minimum value of the energy К possible

in the calculation soheme used.

Asymptotios (9) permits us to caloulate the рпазе shift О

at a given energy /f in the framework of the algorythm desoribed

in the previous section. When К approaches zero, one can use

the well known limits of the Coulomb partial wave funotione

and G-
L
 (Эе, кх) • 1

Q
 this limit the aeymptotios (9) has the

form:

where I
i
 (Z) and /C/ (z) are the first order modified Beseel

funotions of first and eeoond kinds, respectively, and the Cou-

lomb parameter

дез ^ . о(^
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At l a s t , i f . following (12), we introduce the function

(15)

which does not depend on the energy к , and up to simple fac-

tor, coincides with the scattering length CL » one can find f(ci)

(instead of ty'o ) аз the (N+1) unknown of the system (10), Ho-

wever, the aaymptotios (13) inoludes an exponentially decreasing

cofactor, and when К ia very small we loose the accuracy of the

solution of system (10) already at the interaction energies Б •»

в 10 t 20 KeV. Moreover, in the K*O limit, the aayraptotios (13)

becomes zero. To avoid this, one needs to regularize the initial

equation (8) for the functions C
L

r e
2 (x) and Cl

tr
(x)

Substituting into (8) Э£ =• */К and putting K = o , we can

rewrite the equation (8) as follows:

A
 Jx*

 r л
 дх

This equation governs the regular C
L
 * (x) and irregular C

L
'

rr
(*J

functions whioh do uot depend on the energy К and thus do

not contain the di "ergenoea present in the solutions C
L
 *(*.)

and C'u
r
(x) of the equation (8). By comparing the solutions

of aquations (6) and (16), it is easy to determine that the funo-

tions C[?(x) and С"
г
(х) differ f>:oin the solutions

C[
e
? (x) and C'l

rr
(x)

 o f ttie
 equation (8) only in a co-

factor

Eliminating this cofactor from (13), we find the asymptotica of

the wave function (1) at K~O :

C
L
 (x) = 21, (Vwx

1
) + 2 Па) КЛУШ) • (17)

To go over to OR , one should, as before, put X=

Тгшя, supposing that at large distances between clusters the asymp-

totic behaviour of the wave function (1) can be described by the

function (17) in OR , we must replace the solutions C[.
e
?(x)

and C[
rr
(xJ in (11) bv C

r
J*(*) and c/

rr
(xj . As

a result, we oan calculate the first N terms { C't J
 o f
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the function if(CL) (see formula (15)) at zero cluster interaction
energy. For this purpose one should solve the following aets

T (HL~~°8 ) l i£?Lj**B o (18)

where

Qo

The system (18) is an analogue of the system. (10) at the K*D
limit.

IV.DISCUSSION OP NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

In this paper we have considered only the central and Coulomb
interaction. As a nuclear part we have taken the Volkov forces V2
[sj. The Volkov-type forces include one free parameter - Majorana
mixture m , which allows us to change odd oomponents ( Vg^ % Vjj )
of the potential* Usually the parameter m and the oscillator
radius r0 (wave function (1) depends on Г

о
 ) adjust to repro-

duce the known observables of a nucleus under investigation -

the binding energy» the charge radii and so on. At the same time,

to achieve a more exact informati n about the dependence of the

scattering length CL on NN-forces and oscillator radius, we can

regard, at least in the first step of our investigation, this pa-

rameters as a free one and, thus, calculate the scattering length

as a funotlon of ш and Го •

Before investigating this dependence, we have examined the

stability of CL -scattering-length oaloulations v/ith respect to

an alteration of both the "truncation" parameter for the matrix

Uy
V
i ^УУ

4
 and the "truncation" parameter tl for the asyap-

totics (17).

For this purpose we varied the parameter H within 30 • 70

and the parameter n within 50 • 500. It was found that if we
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ttike 11=40 and п=100, we can caloulate the scattering length, va-

lue accurate to two decimtil places. Juat these values were u^ed in

all the following calculations. The dependence of the scattering

length a on the parameters m and Г» ia ehowen in

Fig.1e(
J
n+ oi ) andPig.1b(^He+ oC ). As it ia seen from Pig.1,when

Щ. and Го increase, the calculated scattering length alao in-

ureaaea, showing a stronger dependence on the Majorana mixture

parameter tfl than on the oscillator radius /£ .

It ahould be noted that an increase in ffl leads to an in-

oreuse in the repulsive components in the UN-potential! and con-

aequentJy it may defor:n WN foroeu in auoh a way that the cor-

responding nucleus ('Li or 'Bo) will have no bound state 1~

at ali under the threshold of aeparation of Li into two clustersp
JH and oC , and Be into Jlle+o0 . That is why, it ia reason-

able to require that NN forces should desoribe» with tha same

value of /72 , both the continuous spectrum 0 + states of the ae-

ven-nucleon systems in the channels H+ oi and He+ oC and the
7 7

bound 1" states of the oorresponding nuclei Li and Be.Henoe
we can fix the Mojorana mixture parameter HI » choosing it for

different values of the oscillator radius f% under the condi-

tion chat the J-avexaged energy of the experimental oluster sepa-

ration energies E(3/2~) and E(1/2~) for the 'Li (or 'Be) ground

and first excited states, defined as

coincides -with the under-threahold energy 3(1") of the bound 1~

state calculated with the Hcmiltonian (5) in the basis of the

functions f Cv J , /.=-," . Calculating and then diagonaliz-

ing the 100x100 matrix H^v w i t h different values of m

and Г
о
 ,we find suoh an optimal (it = ltl

op
i

 tQ
at provide for

the equality

to be satisfied (in the ourvefl c.f Fig.1 IJIv^t
 a r e ma:r

ked. by

points). Thua if we ohocse the values of the oscillator radius

Г
о
 ranging from 1.2 fin to 1.8 fin, typical for calculations

with Volkov typo UU foroea, then one can quantitatively estimate
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the scattering length

10 4 й (fm} £ 23 for 3H+ oc scattering ;
(20)

30< a (fm) 4 82 for hle+ <x. scattering.

To comment this evaluation , we analyse the interoluster re-
lative motion wave function { C°*J in OR. It v/as shown In
Ref. //|6], that if only the Pauli exclusion principle is taken in-
to account, it is very easy to calculate the soatteriDg length,
knowing the position of the relative motion wave function node,
imposed by the Pauli principle at small V . The wave funotion
describing the relative motion of two independent unoharged par-
tioles with masses A^A and A2«3 has the form [17-18J:

2r(vt.z/2)

where J4 » A.Ag/A is the reduced mass and £t is the scattering
length. If one takes into aocount the availability of Pauli forbid-
den states and equate to zero all the components С % with

numbers V < Vfl в(А-3)/2, then the funotion (21) (see curve 1

in Fig.2) will describe the scattering by a hard cere which, in

fact, created by the Pauli principle. Due to the position of this

function node at y« V
ff
 - -/ , we can effectively estimate the

core radius, or, what is the same, the closest approach distanoe

between the clusters A
1
 and A

2
 in the absence of Ж - and

Coulomb forces: just this distanoe determines ihe ocattoring

length CL

The same result was obtained earlier in Kef. [l(>Ji

a £ QeU * Xy'rl Г
° = 2.02Г

й
 ; Y

Y
 -/2V/-5 <

22
>

Striotly apeaking, at small values of V the m.e.'s of

the kinetic energy operator for two independent partioles differ
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frotu the m.e.'s T
vv
,< (see, for example, Hef.filJ) of the Ha-

miltonian (5) calculated with the Pauli principle taken into ac-

oount. That is why if one retaina in the Kamiltonian (5) only the

kinetio energy operator T"
1
 and, as in che previous case, neg-

lect the HIT- and Coulomb interaction, then solving the system

(18), one can more exactly consider the correlations caused by

the Pauli prinoiple. Of course, this refinement brings an addi-

tional repulsion to the system and, at small internuclear distan-

ces (at omall У ), changes the wave function (but does not change

its asymptotics, see Fig.2, curve 2). As a result, the scattering

length increases somewhat:

и = З.ОД r
o
 . (23)

In the next step we should consider the interaction between nucle-

ono. Short ranged NN-forces effectively have an attractive nature

или its account leads •* % a decrease in the scattering length (see

coulomn 3 of Tables 1 and 2 ). For comparison we reproduce in

coulomn 2 of the same tables the scattering length (23) at dif-

ferent values of the osoillator radius >~
o
 ). The corresponding

wave funotion ( CS } which is a solution of the system (18) for

the case H = T + V/щ p Vcout => 0
 i s

 shown in Fig.2 (ourve

3). As it is seen from Fig.2, the repulsion resulting from the ki-

netic energy and the Pauli prinoiple is completely compensated by

attractive ШГ forces. As a result, the relative motion wave

funotion [ Cy J practically coincides with the independent

motion osyraptotioo (21) in all branches of V , and the scat-

tering length OL differs from the value (22) that follows from

tho wave funotion (21) node position by leas than Ю %. Just this

makes the ldoa formulated in Ref. £i6J successful. But the ques-
tion remains about the role of the Coulomb repulsion in the scat-
tering length formation. It is necessary also to elucidate:oould
the Coulomb ropulaion be compensated by HN-attraction?

If one takes into acoount the Coulomb interaction of protons
(firstly, at yw/V = 0 ), then, due to it repulsive nature, the
scattering length should inoreaae. In this cose the asymptotioa of
the wave function difi'ora from the asymptotics (21) and has the
form (17) whon К* О • But to estimate, at least qualitatively,

the scattering length when the Coulomb interaction is present,we
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oan retain the condition that the wave funotlon node Is situated,
as In the oase of central forces, at V~V#--2 . Then, suppos-
ing that the asymptotic behaviour is valid up to the emalest va-
lues of V * we oan find the scattering length, as before,from
the ooadition c£% ~ О •.

a - r ° ' ^ )
4aJfT l )

As a result, for the systems considered we obtain:

5.61 ro for 3H+ OL i

(25)a - \
10.96 fj for

 3
He+oC .

Thus we oan conclude that in the presence of Coulomb repulsion

the scattering length estimate by the wave function node is far

from the value (20) given by solving the system (18). The reason

for this convergence is easily explained by noticing that the argu-

ment of modified Bessel funotions ~£i and- ^i in tne asymptotios
(17)

is, in fact, determined by the ratio of the effective size of the
system (see (22)) to its Bohr rauius Rfi. It is very simple to
show that the Coulomb interaction does not change the oentral
NN scattering length only In the ease when Rg ;$> Rejf • Indeed,
i* Ж -» 0 t tben

„ E. (27)

and from (26) and (27)» there immediately follows the formula (22).

But even for the comparatively light clusters under considera-

tion the insquality R™ » R
e
ff

 i 8
 oot satisfied and thus the

acouraoy of reproducing the scattering length by the formula (24)

depends on how the asymptotics (17) reproduces the behaviour of
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the wave funotion at small separate distances between the olusters.

To answer this question, it ia necessary to solve a set of equa-

tions (ie) of AV RGM, putting ft«T+V
Gcml
 i V

N K
*0. Our oalcu-

lations show (see Pig.2, curve 4) that the exact solution slowly

tends to an asymptotic behaviour (curve 5) which is just the rea-

son of the mentioned divergence between the results for scatter-

ing length. As to the scattering length in this case, it was

found that It is very large (see oolumn 4 of Tables 1 and 2) -

2 • 2.5 times more than the result (20). The reason is the in-

oreaae in the radius of a corresponding effective hard core ge-

nerated by the Pauli principle, the kinetic energy and the Cou-

lomb repulsion» In such a situation, as opposed to the case des-

cribed in 16 , M-foroes can not exaotly compensate all the

factors which give rise to a repulsion during the scattering

process (see curve 6). Just this leads to quite large estimates

"20) for the scattering length.

CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the systems which, at К eO , have no

zero-energy bound states and zero-energy resonances leading to

an increased scattering length {̂ 19Д- Nevertheless, our analysis

shows that even in this situation under elastic scattering of

comparatively light dusters the scattering length may be rather

large. It Is produced mainly by a strong Coulomb repulsion. If the

Bohr radius of the system is large (oharges of incident nuclei

are small), then the relative motion wave function praotically oo-

inoides with two-particle asyiaptotics over the whole region of V

values, and, using Ref.[i6j, one can calculate the scattering

length knowing the position of the wave function node oauaed by

the Pauli principle at small values of V .Otherwise, the behaviour

of the relative motion wave function in the inside region depends

on the correlation between the intensity of Coulomb repulsion and

NN-attraction, and to finding it in this region, one should solve

the many-particle Shrodinger equation.
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sion of the results, and to participants in the ITP Seminar on
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useful discussions.
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TABLE 1.

Ш (tm) \

1.2

1.4

1-6

1.8

*£AJBZkH 2»

1.2
1.4
1.6
1 .8

a(T)
3.65
4.26
4.86
5.47

U(T)

3.65
4.26
4.86

5.47

2.76

>.19
3.55
3.83

• £{ (rF +• Y

3.02
3.12
3.55
3.84

18.01

25.43
34.90

46.85

) \Q(f+VCoue) \o

51.29
81.73

125.97
189.09

I f • 1 T • Л г _. чр \

10.54
14.43
18.52
22.72

1 Г ф A T / J. V Л 1
1 t / •*" «OWV *^ Ycosrc /

32.15
39.20
59.28
81.27
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FIGURE AMD TABLE CAPTIOHS

Pig.1a.Tlie dependence of the length (in unite of fm) of

scattering on the Major ana mixing parameter ш and the

oscillator radius r«, . The dots indicate the length va-

lues obtained in oalculatione with m. « m
op
t (and

ohosen under the condition (19)).

PigИЬ.The same for the %e+ <x . system.

Pig. 2. The wave functions {<??*} of the relative motion of % e

and THe clusters at К *o . Curves 1 and 5 are, res-

pectively, functions (21) and (17). The other curves are

found by solving the system (18), when Й«Т,

is curve 2j Н-Ф+V
 p
, V

Q o u i
-0 is curve 3,

v mr° *B o u r v e 4» H " $ + W v c o u i i e c u r v e 6-
TABLE I.The -

J
H+aC scattering length obtained by solving the

system. (18) with different versions of a many-particle

Hemiltonian: column 2 - H-T; column 3 - Йшф+Уад} column 4

- H»f+V
c o u l

; column 5 - H-f+^
]n
j+V

coul
 . The length is

given in units of fm.

TABLE 2.The same as in Table 1, but for the -%e+oC system.
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Исследование упругого "Ti+oC и Не+сС рассеяния в состоянии
с нулевым орбитальным моментом
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